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Article is devoted to a research of attraction to participation in business of the third parties who 
aren't saying independent requirements concerning a dispute subject at a stage of preparation of a civil 
case for judicial review. It is offered to concretize conditions of execution by the parties of a duty to 
report to court about persons on whose rights and duties the judgment, respectively in the statement of 
claim and a response can influence the statement of claim. The possibility of the ban for the parties to 
involve on the initiative the third party who isn't saying independent requirements concerning a dispute 
subject after conducting preliminary court session and also the ban to the parties after adjudication is 
considered to make the regression claim to the person about which it hasn't been reported to court. The 
expediency of activization of interest of persons on whose rights and duties the judgment, to 
participation in business, by establishment of the rule about distribution of prejudicial force of the 
judgment can influence all persons whom the court had notified about an opportunity to take part in 
business, irrespective of their actual introduction in business is proved. A conclusion that full and 
timely establishment of persons on the rights and which duties future judgment, and taking measures to 
attraction them to participation in business can affect is important aspect of efficiency of preparation of 
a civil case for judicial review is reasoned. 
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